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Abstract

In this paper a control system with a high performance dynamic response for linear induction motors (LIMs) is proposed
which takes into account the end-effect in both the machine model and the control system. Primary flux oriented control has two
major drawbacks i.e. a lack of decoupling of the thrust and the flux and a possibility of system instability due to the end-effect.
Both of these drawbacks have been dealt with in this paper. A flux estimation method is proposed to correct the flux orientation
error caused by the end effect. Extensive motor performance evaluations under the proposed control system prove its superiority
over conventional vector control.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear induction motors (LIMs) have gained an increasing
amount of attention in recent years [1], [2]. High performance
control of these motors, especially by vector control, has been
presented in many works. For instance, utilizing vector control
in launching aircraft has recently been considered [3]. The
Vector control of LIMs has been mostly carried out in the
secondary flux oriented control (SFOC) scheme [3]–[8]. The
attraction of SFOC is mainly due to the fact that in this
orientation the decoupling of the motor thrust and the flux
can be easily achieved [9], [10]. However, a major drawback
of this method is its dependency on motor parameter vari-
ations, which disrupts the flux orientation and consequently
deteriorates the performance of the control system [11].

Motor parameter estimation methods have been proposed
to overcome this problem [11]. However, these methods are
difficult to impliment and not completely reliable. Motor
parameters such as the secondary resitance and the secondary
inductance change due to operating and ambient conditions.
This may cuase some problems e.g. the driving motor in the
flux weakening region of the SFOC need to use the secondary
inductance so it can be easily inferred that the SFOC has
some problem due to flux weakening. A number of researchers
have addressed this problem with different methods [12]–
[15]. Although these methods can increase the robustness of a
system, they also cause difficulties such as an increased system
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complexity and the requirement of high processor capabilities
which in turn add to the system cost.

An alternative solution is a primary flux oriented control
(PFOC) system that features parameter robustness and de-
sirable dynamic performance. Despite these merits, PFOC is
rarely applied to LIMs due to a lack of total decoupling of
the motor thrust and the flux. In addition, the end-effect is a
major dificulty in analysing and controling high speed LIMs.
Recently many attempts have been carried out to conquer this
inherent problem of LIM control but most of them are based
on SFOC [5], [6].

The compensation of PFOC problems i.e. the end-effect and
the lack of decoupling by an effective and reliable method
has not yet been proposed [16]. In this paper a novel PFOC
scheme has been proposed and evaluated to solve the above
mentioned problems. The results obtained demonstrate satis-
factory dynamic performance of the LIM under the proposed
control system. The preliminary results of this research have
already been presented [17].

II. LIM MODEL

The following sets of equations are presented as a mathe-
matical model of LIMs [6]:

uds = Rsids +Rr f (Q)(ids + idr)+
dλds

dt
−ωgλqs (1)

uqs = Rsiqs +
dλqs

dt
+ωgλsd (2)

udr = RridrRr f (Q)(ids + idr)+
dλdr

dt
−ωslλqr = 0 (3)

uqr = Rriqr +
dλqr

dt
+ωslλdr = 0 (4)
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where, the flux linkage components in (1)-(4) are given by:

λds = Llsids +Lm (1− f (Q))(ids + idr) (5)

λqs = Llsiqs +Lm (iqs + iqr) (6)

λdr = Llridr +Lm (1− f (Q))(idr + ids) (7)

λqr = Llsiqr +Lm (iqr + iqs) . (8)

In the above equations the end effect is modeled by f (Q)
which is represented by:

f (Q) =
1− e−Q

Q
(9)

where:

Q =
DR2

(Lm +Lr)v
. (10)

It can be seen from (10) that Q reversely depends on the
machine velocity v. Therefore, it can be assumed that the end-
effect can be ignored at stand still low speeds [6].

The motor thrust is given as:

Fe =
3
2
· P

2
· π

τ
(iqsλds− idsλqs) . (11)

The state-space equation of a LIM is as follows:

İ = AI +BU. (12)

The system equations of (1)-(9) in state space form are as:

I =




ids
iqs
idr
iqr


 , U =




uds
uqs
udr
uqr


 =




uds
uqs
0
0


 (13)

A =−L−1R (14)

B = L−1 (15)

where:

R =




Rs +Rr f (Q) −ωeLs
ωe{ls +[1− f (Q)]Lm} Rs

Rr f (Q) −ωslLm
ωsl [1− f (Q)]Lm 0

Rr f (Q) −ωeLm
ωe[1− f (Q)]Lm 0

Rr[ f (Q)+1] ωslLr
ωsl{lr +[1− f (Q)]Lm} Rr




(16)

L =




ls +[1− f (Q)]Lm 0 [1− f (Q)]Lm 0
0 Ls 0 Lm

lr +[1− f (Q)]Lm 0 [1− f (Q)]Lm 0
0 Lr 0 Lm


 . (17)

Because f (Q) is independent of system parameters and
alters slowly with space vectors, it is assumed to be a constant.

III. PFOC WITH END-EFFECT COMPENSATION

Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the proposed
PFOC.

In primary flux oriented control λqs vanishes. Therefore,
the thrust is simplified as:

Fe =
3
2

π
τp

p
2
(λdsiqs) (18)

Also λds is given as:

λds = Lsims. (19)

Thus, the thrust is proportional to the product of ims and ids
as:

Fe =
3
2
· π

τp
· P

2
(
imsieqs

)
= k
(
imsieqs

)
. (20)

In order to decouple the thrust and the flux, the magnetizing
current (ims), instead of the direct axis component of primary
current vector (ids), is used together with the quadrature axis
component of the primary current vector (iqs). Since the
primary flux is proportional to ims and the motor thrust is
obtained by the product of the primary flux and ims, it is
possible to adjust the flux by adjusting ims to a fixed value.
The thrust is then controlled by iqs.

Therefore, in the proposed PFOC it is sufficient to determine
ids from the machine model and the output of the flux
controller i.e. ims. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that the control
system consists of two major blocks i.e. the “ids calculation”
and the “Primary Flux & Angle Estimation”.

The “ids calculation” block is depicted in Fig. 2 and is
described as follows. Using (5) and (19), it is obtained as:

Lsims = Lsids +(1− f (Q))Lmiqs. (21)

Also, the q-axis component of the flux linkage vector is
zero.

Therefore, (6) yields:

iqr =−
Ls

Lm
iqs. (22)

In (4) uqr is zero. Also the decoupling takes place in steady
state condition of flux linkage. Taking these two facts into
account, it is possible to write down:

λdr =−
Rr

ωsl
iqr (23)

The above equations yield:

ims =
Ls [1+ f (Q)]+2 f 2 (Q)Lm

Ls [1+ f (Q)]
ids

+
[1− f (Q)]

1+ f (Q)
ωslTrσ .iqs.

(24)

The primary flux estimation is carried out in the correspond-
ing block, “Primary Flux & Angle Estimation”, as seen in
Fig.1. This block is represented in Fig. 3. This synthesis is
obtained by the following equations:

It is also worth mentioning that the angular velocity, ωe, is
calculated from (2) as:

ωe =
uqs−Rsiqs

λds
(25)
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TABLE I
LIM PARAMETERS

Maximum Thrust 1.45 (kN)
Rs 0.91 (Ω)
Rr 1.13 (Ω)
Ls 44.91 (mH)
Lr 42.94 (mH)

Mass 500 (kg)

resulted from (5):

ids + idr =
λds−Llsids

Lm(1− f (Q))
. (26)

It is then possible to obtain (27) with some simplifications:

dλds

dr
+α ·λs = uds−β · ids (27)

where:

α =
Rr f (Q)

Lm(1− f (Q))
(28)

β = Rs−
Lsl f (Q)

Lm(1− f (Q))
. (29)

It seems that the end effect has two major impacts on the
control system. First, it causes to a decline in the effective
primary resistance by increasing the velocity and secondly it
results in fluctuation of the primary flux.

Fortunately, these variations are so slow in comparison with
the other parameters of (27). In other words, α and β are
dependent on f (Q) and it just increases from zero to one by
a rapid increase of velocity. Since velocity is a mechanical
parameter, its variations in contrast with electrical parameters
is slow. Therefore, it does seem to be a very insightful
approach that α and β are considered as fix parameters in
comparison with the flux, current and voltage of the primary.
This fact simplifies (27) and makes it a linear first order
deferential equation. This equation can be solved numerically
and deals with the impacts of the end-effect on the monitoring
of the primary flux vector. If this calculation is not performed
correctly, the orientation of the flux vector in the PFOC will
not be manipulated precisely. This causes system instability.
This can be seen in the simulation results.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Simulation results

In this section, extensive simulation results are presented
to evaluate the dynamic performance of a LIM under a
PFOC with and without end-effect compensation. The motor
parameters are listed in Table I [18].

The motor performance under the control system without
end-effect compensation shows a delayed response and be-
comes unstable as can be seen in Fig. 4. The instability of
the system without end-effect compensation is shown by the
thrust, flux and current trends that are depicted in Figs. 4-10.

When the velocity of the LIM increases the end-effect
emerges and causes a disturbance of the orientation of the
flux. This is illustrated by the d- and q- axis components of
the primary flux linkage. In other words, by increasing the
impact of the end-effect, the d-axis component of the primary

flux linkage decreases from the nominated value and the q-
axis component of the primary flux linkage increases. The
graphs of the primary flux components in Fig. 6 and 7 illustrate
this fact. This process affects the electrical thrust causing flux
instability which in turn disturbs the LIM thrust and speed.
Other variables of the motor such as the primary current and
the locus of the primary flux show similar impacts as in Fig.
8, 9 and 10, respectively.

Fig. 11-19 show the system performance under the proposed
control system when the end-effect is compensated. Fig. 11
shows the motor velocity command applied at 1 second. It is
seen that the motor speed under the proposed control system
performs well.

Fig. 12 depicts the motor thrust and load signals. The
swiftness of the thrust response can be better seen in Fig.
13 and Fig. 14. Since the response of the electrical thrust to
load variations is fast enough, the motor is hardly affected. As
much as the electrical thrust responds rapidly, the overshoot
or undershoot of the velocity is negligible. It is observed that
the thrust response rise time is less than 20 µs and its settling
time is less than 3 ms.

The flux linkage components are shown in Fig. 15. It can
be seen that the compensation has a substantial effect on
the system stability. It can also be seen that the end-effect
compensation provides an excellent flux orientation; while the
system without compensation lacks a desirable flux orientation
and thus becomes unstable. This fact justifies the velocity
response presented in Fig 11. It is well known that the end-
effect depends on the motor velocity. Therefore, at a low
velocity only the flux orientation is significanly disturbed.
However, at a high velocity when the end-effect becomes
important the system becomes unstable unless the end-effect
compensation is used.

The d- and q- axis primary current vector components under
the proposed control system are also shown in Fig 16. As
expected, during the transient conditions the d- and q- axis
primary current vector components do not become unstable
and reach the DC values in the steady-state. It demonstrates
the effectiveness of proposed compensation and decoupling
system. The primary phases currents are depicted in Fig. 17
and 18. The locus of the primary flux is shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 16 shows that the motor thrust is varied by iqs and that
the other current component, iqs is also adjusted to the values
by which ims remains constant.

In addition, the system has been simulated with the sec-
ondary resistance and the secondary inductance increased by
20%. This variation was done just in the LIM model and the
control system was not changed to evaluate its robustness
against parameters variations. The results showed that the
trends of the velocity and the thrust have invisible changes
in comparison with the previous results i.e. Fig. 11 and 12,
consequently, not depicted.

Fig. 20 and 21 are the other results of the system simulation
under the foregoing conditions. In comparison with Figs. 15
and 16, these graphs show little change. Fig. 20 emphasizes
that the system orientation has not been impacted. This fact
demonstrates the stated merits of the PFOC.

Fig. 21 shows the primary current components. In com-
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Fig. 1. PFOC block diagram with compensation of end-effect and lack of decoupling.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of ids calculation.

Fig. 3. Block diagram for estimation of λs &θe.

Fig. 4. Velocity of LIM without end-effect compensation.

Fig. 5. Thrust of LIM without end-effect compensation.

parison with Fig. 16 the amplitude of the current has been
slightly decreased. This is due to the increase in the secondary
inductance.

B. Comparison

As can be seen, the proposed system kept sufficient dynamic
performance and demonstrated robustness in terms of system
parameters variations. As results, a comparison of the proposed
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Fig. 6. q- axis primary flux component of LIM without end-effect compensa-
tion.

Fig. 7. d- axis primary flux component of LIM without end-effect compensa-
tion.

system and a conventional SFOC is summarized in the table
II.

The lack of thrust and flux decoupling has been compen-
sated for and the good performance of the PFOC has been
evaluated. Consequently, both systems i.e. the PFOC and the
SFOC have been decoupled. As a results, the PFOC dynamic
performance as good as the SFOC.

The end effect is known as a main challenge of LIM
control systems. Some methods for governing such strange
phenomenon are addressed but most of them are for SFOC.
The end effect was compensated for in the PFOC in this paper
on the first try.

The main advantage of the PFOC, demonstrated in this
paper, is its robustness against the LIM secondary parameters.
On the other hand, it is a main demerit of SFOC.

The dependency on secondary parameters in the SFOC
causes system instability or at least a decline in its per-
formance. It also causes another defect i.e. difficulties in
controlling the motor in the flux weakening region. This is
due to its need to use the inductance of the secondary.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a number of difficulties associated with the pri-
mary flux oriented control of LIMs i.e. the end effect and the
coupled thrust and flux are addressed and a novel primary flux

TABLE II
COMPARISON

Features SFOC PFOC
Decoupling of flux and

thrust
inherently
decoupled

Successfully
decoupled

System dynamic
performance good good

End effect compensation Required Required (done)
Dependency on secondary

parameters dependent independent

Flux weakening capability has some
difficulties

Easily can be
achieved

Fig. 8. primary current component of LIM without end-effect compensation.

Fig. 9. primary current of LIM without end-effect compensation.

Fig. 10. Primary flux locus of LIM without end-effect compensation.

Fig. 11. Velocity of LIM with end-effect compensation.
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Fig. 12. Thrust of LIM with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 13. Thrust of LIM when with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 14. Thrust of LIM with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 15. Primary flux component of LIM with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 16. primary current component of LIM with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 17. Primary current of LIM with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 18. Primary current of LIM with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 19. Primary flux locus of LIM with end-effect compensation.

Fig. 20. Primary flux component of LIM with increment of %20 in secondary
parameters under the proposed control system.
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Fig. 21. Primary current component of LIM increment of %20 in secondary
parameters under the proposed control system.

oriented control system is proposed to overcome the parameter
dependency of secondary flux oriented control. The proposed
system provides desirable decoupling between the flux and
the thrust. It also presents an end-effect compensation scheme
for accurate orientation of the rotating reference frame along
the primary flux linkage. LIM performance under primary flux
oriented control has been compared with performance under
secondary flux oriented control and the partial superiority of
the former is confirmed. Also the motor performance under
the proposed control system with and without end effect
compensation is presented to show a substantial gain when
the compensation is performed.
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